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Interventions

UNIT 1
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.6
Activity: Plot the Points of View

15 min.

Have students read literary texts. Instruct students to develop time lines of major plot events in the texts, identifying the events as
introduction/exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, or resolution/denouement. Ask students to describe the narrators’ points
of view during the plot elements. Instruct students to exchange literary texts and time lines with partners to check for accuracy.
(CCSS: RL.5.6, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: A New View

15 min.

Have student pairs collaboratively read brief literary texts. Direct partners to identify the points of view of the texts by identifying
characters telling the stories or narrators telling the stories. Instruct partners to select different characters/narrators and to retell and
rewrite the stories from the points of view of the selected characters/narrators.
(CCSS: RL.5.6, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard L.5.1
L.5.1 Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

Activity: Correct Columns

15 min.

Have students create four-column charts labeled Complete Sentences, Fragments, Run-ons, Corrections. Display examples of
complete sentences, fragments, and run-ons and direct students to place the examples in appropriate columns. For sentences
written in Fragments and Run-ons columns, instruct students to write the sentences as complete sentences in Corrections columns.
Have students share responses in Corrections columns with small groups to confirm accuracy and to correct misunderstandings.
(CCSS: L.5.1, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Sentence Chat

15 min.

Instruct students to write paragraphs about self-selected topics, purposefully using at least one fragment and one run-on. Have
students exchange paragraphs with partners. Have partners circle and label the fragments and run-ons. Direct students to debrief
identified sentences and work with partners to revise fragments and run-ons as complete sentences.
(CCSS: L.5.1, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 2
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.2
Activity: Theme ID

15 min.

Guide student responses as they answer the following questions before, during, and after read alouds of literary texts to support the
identification of themes of the texts: Who are the important characters? What are their roles in the texts? What are the actions and
thoughts of these characters? What lessons do the characters learn or come to understand during the texts? Based on the
answers to the previous questions, have students record the themes. In small groups or in the large group, guide students in a
discussion of strategies used to determine the themes of the literary texts.
(CCSS: RL.5.2, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Activity: Summary Rotation

15 min.

Working in small groups, have students collaboratively read literary texts and record responses to these prompts: List the plot
elements (introduction/exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, resolution/denouement) as they are depicted in the text.
Highlight the most important events on the list. Instruct groups to write summaries using the responses by having members each
write one sentence on papers shared by the groups. Direct groups to rotate the written summaries until complete. Allow groups to
share summaries in the large group.
(CCSS: RL.5.2, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Focus Standard W.5.2, W.5.2.A, W.5.2.C, W.5.2.E
W.5.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W.5.2.A Introduce a topic clearly, provide a general observation and focus, and group related information logically; include
formatting (e.g., headings), illustrations, and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
W.5.2.C Link ideas within and across categories of information using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., in contrast, especially).
W.5.2.E Provide a concluding statement or section related to the information or explanation presented.

Activity: Organization Collaboration

15 min.

Provide small groups of students with topics and organizational strategies (e.g., introduction, transitions, conclusion). Assign
informational writing prompts to groups. Include both topics and organizational strategies as requirements of the prompts. Direct
groups to discuss the strategies, to write assigned texts as individuals, and to collaborate to compose final versions of the essays.
(CCSS: W.5.2.A, W.5.2.C, W.5.2.E, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Coherent Reflection

15 min.

Provide small groups of students with texts that demonstrate exceptional clarity. Have students highlight and annotate the words,
phrases, and clauses that exemplify clarity as they provide transitions to link ideas within and across categories of information.
Encourage groups to clearly articulate and annotate the strategies authors used to achieve clarity in the texts. Challenge individual
students to write reflections in which they consider what they have learned about clarity and how they might apply the learning to
future writing experiences.
(CCSS: W.5.2.C, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 3
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.8
Activity: Editorial Evidence

15 min.

Instruct student pairs to use print or digital newspapers to locate editorial articles on topics of interest. Have students gather two
colors of highlighters or marking tools. Instruct pairs to identify points and reasons and evidence by highlighting points in the first
colors of highlighters and reasons and evidence that support the points in the second colors of highlighters. Check the work of
student pairs and provide feedback that confirms accuracy and corrects misconceptions.
(CCSS: RI.5.8, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Which Product Would You Buy?

15 min.

Display two advertisements for similar products. While observing the ads, direct students to determine and record the purposes of
the commercials, the points the commercials make, and the reasons and evidence used to support the points. Then, have students
determine which of the products they would purchase and include reasons for the choices using the recorded information. Have
students compose summary statements of the advertisements.
(CCSS: RI.5.8, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard W.5.1, W.5.1.B, W.5.1.C, W.5.1.D
W.5.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
W.5.1.B Provide logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts and details.
W.5.1.C Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., consequently, specifically).
W.5.1.D Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion presented.

Activity: Who’s with Me?

15 min.

Have students brainstorm issues that have opposing views. Allow small groups of students to select issues; form and record clear
opinions; provide and record reasons, facts, and details to support the opinions; and identify and record sources that support the
reasons, facts, and details. Have students share recorded information in the large group. Challenge: Repeat the activity using
opposing opinions.
(CCSS: W.5.1.B, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Linking Options

15 min.

Provide small groups two brief body paragraphs from opinion pieces that do not demonstrate clear links between opinions and
reasons across paragraphs. Post two possible solutions, one that creates clear links across paragraphs and one that does not. Allow
group members to discuss which solution is more effective in linking opinions and reasons. Provide immediate feedback to correct
or confirm responses. Have students write original body paragraphs and possible solutions that demonstrate their understanding of
the concept of effective links between opinions and reasons. Repeat the activity with a focus on concluding statements or sections
that relate to the opinions of texts.
(CCSS: W.5.1.C, W.5.1.D, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 4
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.1
Activity: Debrief the Details

15 min.

After read alouds of short stories, have students write six important details that answer the questions who, what, when, where, why,
and how as they listen. Debrief and post the recorded details. Ask students to review their personal lists and the posted list and
write two inferences about the story based on the details. Allow students to share inferences with the large group.
(CCSS: RL.5.1, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Activity: Inference Equations

15 min.

Post the statement What I Read Plus What I Know Equals Inferencing. After reading literary texts, have students complete inference
equation statements, using the posted statement as a frame. Have students share statements in the large group.
(CCSS: RL.5.1, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Focus Standard L.5.1.C
L.5.1.C Use verb tense to convey various times, sequences, states, and conditions.

Activity: And Then What?

15 min.

Have students write several simple sentences using a variety of verb tenses. Allow student pairs to exchange sentences and to ask
themselves “and then what?” in order to add to the sentences, using verb tenses that appropriately convey the correct time,
sequence, state, or condition established in first sentences. Post the completed sentences and allow students to review them. In the
large group, read all sentences, identifying sentences that require corrections to verb tenses. Debrief the reasons for the corrections
to ensure that the appropriate verb tense was used to convey the time, sequence, state, or condition.
(CCSS: L.5.1.C, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Verb Tense Teachers

15 min.

Assign small groups of students a verb tense that conveys a specific time, sequence, state, or condition (e.g., present, past, future).
Direct groups to create mini-posters to teach students about the verb tenses, including definitions and examples. Display
mini-posters for students to refer to during writing tasks.
(CCSS: L.5.1.C, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 5
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.2
Activity: Funny Summary

15 min.

Have students read informational texts, highlighting the main ideas. Direct students to create comic strips based on the highlighted
main ideas. Instruct students to exchange comic strips with partners and to write summary paragraphs that maintain meaning and
logical order based on the partners’ comic strips.
(CCSS: RI.5.2, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

Activity: Organize It

15 min.

Have students record notes on the Organize It graphic organizer while reading informational texts. Direct students to use the notes
to summarize the texts. Invite students to share graphic organizers in small groups.

(CCSS: RI.5.2, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

Focus Standard L.5.1.B
L.5.1.B Form and use the perfect (e.g., I had walked; I have walked; I will have walked) verb tenses.

Activity: Perfect Highlighting

15 min.

Provide students with texts that have errors in the use of perfect verb tenses. Instruct students to highlight the errors in the texts and
write the correct forms of the perfect verb tenses above the highlighted errors. Have pairs review the highlighting and corrected
errors to ensure accuracy.
(CCSS: L.5.1.B, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Paragraph Perfection

15 min.

Instruct students to write brief paragraphs using specified forms of specified perfect verb tenses. Tell students to rewrite the
paragraphs, eliminating the verbs. Have students exchange paragraphs with partners. Allow partners to complete the paragraphs by
supplying the missing verbs. Have pairs discuss paragraphs to ensure the accurate uses of the perfect verb tenses.
(CCSS: L.5.1.B, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 6
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.7
Activity: View the Clips

15 min.

Have students view video clips of fairy tales, folktales, or myths. Instruct students to work in small groups to determine and record
the message, tone, and beauty based on the visual and multimedia elements depicted in the clips. Have students read print versions
of the same fairy tales, folktales, or myths and write paragraphs to compare their interpretations of the message, tone, and beauty of
the two versions. Have students write reflections based on their experiences of determining messages, tone, and beauty of literary
works that are printed or that are video clips.
(CCSS: RL.5.7, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Identify the Purpose

15 min.

Provide students with poems containing visual elements (e.g., graphics, illustrations, photographs). Guide students in a discussion to
determine the purposes of each of the visual elements. Allow students to analyze and record the messages of the visual element(s),
including evidence that supports how feelings or emotions conveyed by the poets are impacted by the visual element(s). Ask
students to draw and record conclusions about how the texts would be interpreted differently if the visual element(s) were not
present. Have students share their analyses and conclusions about the visual elements in small groups.
(CCSS: RL.5.7, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard W.5.2, W.5.2.B, W.5.2.C, W.5.2.D
W.5.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W.5.2.B Develop the topic with facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples related to the topic.
W.5.2.C Link ideas within and across categories of information using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., in contrast, especially).
W.5.2.D Use precise language and domain-specific vocabulary to inform about or explain the topic.

Activity: Topic and Example Sort

15 min.

Provide students with related topic cards (e.g., birds, forms of transportation) and example cards (e.g., toucan, penguin, whippoorwill,
train, boat, airplane). Direct students to group themselves by like topics and examples. Instruct students to discuss how and why
authors might include relevant facts, definitions, concrete details, quotations, or other information and examples in informative/
explanatory texts about their topics/examples. Then, have groups brainstorm words, phrases, or clauses appropriate to use to link
the ideas within the categories of the groups. Facilitate a discussion across the groups to have students brainstorm words, phrases,
or clauses to link ideas across the categories of the groups. Debrief responses so that students have a clear understanding of the
related categories of ideas and how those ideas can be linked effectively in speaking and in writing.
(CCSS: W.5.2.B, W.5.2.C, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Word Supplier

15 min.

Select brief informative/explanatory texts and omit several instances of precise language and domain-specific vocabulary from the
texts. Provide the prepared texts to student pairs and instruct pairs to use the contexts and prior knowledge of the topics to supply
the missing words/phrases. In the large group, begin reading the texts and pause to allow pairs to insert their missing words/
phrases. Acknowledge same and different responses. Ask pairs to discuss strategies they used to determine the most appropriate
precise language and domain-specific vocabulary.
(CCSS: W.5.2.D, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 7
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.1
Activity: What It Says, What It Means

15 min.

After reading informational texts, instruct students to create two-column charts labeled What It Says, What It Means to practice
drawing inferences from the texts. In What It Says columns, have students record words, phrases, or sentences as they are directly
stated in the texts. In What It Means columns, ask students to record statements that are inferences about the texts based on the
text evidence integrated with their prior learning and experiences. Allow students to debrief charts with partners.
(CCSS: RI.5.1, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

Activity: Triangular Inferences

15 min.

Have students read informational texts and complete Triangular Inferences graphic organizers
by recording complex inferences about the texts in Inference sections, clues and images from the
texts that lead to the inferences in Text Clue/Image Clue sections, and reasoning to support
thinking in Support sections.
(CCSS: RI.5.1, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand)

Focus Standard W.5.1, W.5.1.A, W.5.1.B, W.5.1.C
W.5.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and
information.
W.5.1.A Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure in
which ideas are logically grouped to support the writer’s purpose.
W.5.1.B Provide logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts and details.
W.5.1.C Link opinion and reasons using words, phrases, and clauses (e.g., consequently, specifically).

Activity: Opposing Sides

15 min.

Post topics or issues that have opposing sides and that students have prior knowledge about. In small groups, have students discuss
the opposing sides of the topics/issues, focusing on similarities and differences in opinions and how the sides might be supported
with clear reasons, facts, and details. Have groups write collaborative and well-constructed essays for both sides of the topics/
issues.
(CCSS: W.5.1.A, W.5.1.B, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Activity: Tending to Transitions

15 min.

Prepare opinion pieces by removing linking words, phrases, and clauses. Have small groups of students read the prepared texts and
identify and label the opinions, reasons, facts, and details. Then, have students insert words, phrases, and clauses that appropriately
link the relationships among the identified opinions, reasons, facts, and details. Have small groups share revised texts in the large
group.
(CCSS: W.5.1.A, W.5.1.B, W.5.1.C, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 8
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.3
Activity: Plot Your Day

15 min.

Have students record daily events on time lines. Ask students to use the time lines to write personal narratives about the day.
Instruct student pairs to read partners’ stories and provide feedback about the correlation of the stories and the time lines. Then,
direct pairs to compare and contrast the settings and plot events of their personal narratives.
(CCSS: RL.5.3, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Venn Compare/Contrast

15 min.

Have students read two literary texts and compare and contrast the characters, settings, and events on Venn diagrams, placing
similarities in middle sections and differences in outer sections that are labeled with the titles of the texts. Direct students to form
small groups and to discuss responses recorded on organizers. Following small group discussions, instruct individual students to
write synthesis paragraphs that clearly convey analyses of the two texts.
(CCSS: RL.5.3, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard L.5.2.B
L.5.2.B Use a comma to separate an introductory element from the rest of the sentence.

Activity: Comma Corrections

15 min.

Provide or have students create paddles labeled Correct, Incorrect on reverse sides. Display sentences that use commas to
separate introductory elements correctly or incorrectly. Have students identify correctly used commas by displaying Correct paddles
and incorrectly used commas by displaying Incorrect paddles. Invite students to correct the placement of commas for incorrect
sentences. Debrief by asking students to provide explanations for comma placements.
(CCSS: L.5.2.B, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Commas Needed

15 min.

Display sentences that require commas after introductory elements. Have students insert commas where they are required and
provide support for the placements. Guide students to notice how meanings of sentences are impacted when commas are and are
not placed correctly.
(CCSS: L.5.2.B, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 9
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.4, L.5.4, L.5.4.A, L.5.4.B, L.5.4.C
Activity: Sample the Affixes and Roots

15 min.

Provide students with paint sample cards that have multiple sections. Display lists of Greek and Latin roots. Instruct students to
choose roots and other word parts and to record them in the appropriate sections of the paint cards. On reverse sides of the cards,
have students write sentences that contain and support the meanings and usages of the words based on the contexts. Direct
students to exchange cards with partners. In turn, have partners read the sentences, identify the Greek or Latin roots, and check
answers using reverse sides of cards. Encourage students to consult print or digital sources to verify responses regarding meanings
and usages.
(CCSS: L.5.4.A, L.5.4.B, L.5.4.C, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Context Swap

15 min.

Have students brainstorm types of context clues and post the types. Provide small groups of students with sentences and/or brief
paragraphs that contain unfamiliar words and a variety of context clues. Have students use context clues to determine word
meanings. Allow groups to consult print or digital sources to verify or correct the meanings, syllabications, pronunciations, origins,
and parts of speech of the words. Direct students to select several unfamiliar words and to compose original sentences or
paragraphs using the words and including different types of context clues. Have each group exchange papers with other groups
and use the provided context clues to determine the meanings of the words. Allow groups to confirm responses with original
authors.
(CCSS: RI.5.4, L.5.4.A, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Focus Standard L.5.1.D
L.5.1.D Recognize and correct inappropriate shifts in verb tense.

Activity: Don’t Shift!

15 min.

Have small groups of students self-select paragraphs from narrative texts. Ask students to circle the verbs in the paragraphs. Instruct
groups to rewrite paragraphs so that several sentences have shifts in verb tense. Allow groups to display rewritten paragraphs in the
large group. Discuss paragraphs to determine the shifts in verb tense, to determine why the shifts are incorrect, and to make
necessary corrections.
(CCSS: L.5.1.D, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Verb Tense Insert

15 min.

Have individual students write original sentences containing context clues that suggest appropriate verb tenses, supplying base
verbs in parentheses. Have pairs of students exchange original sentences and determine and insert appropriate verbs in the
sentences, underlining or highlighting the context clues that support determination of the correct verb tenses. Have students return
sentences to original author pairs to confirm accuracy or to discuss corrections that are needed. Direct groups to select their best
examples to share in the large group.
(CCSS: L.5.1.D, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 10
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.6
Activity: Two Points of View

15 min.

Have students complete Two Points of View graphic organizers for each of two informational texts on same topics. Instruct students
to compare and record the points of view and the impact on the presentation of the information in the texts. Have students debrief
organizers with partners or small groups.
Two Points of View
Title:

Title:

Topic:

Topic:

Author's Point of View:

Author's Point of View:

Impact on Presentation

Impact on Presentation

Topic:

Topic:

Observations about the

Observations about the

Point of View:

Point of View:

(CCSS: RI.5.6, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Highlight the Proof

15 min.

Have students use print or digital sources to locate two informational texts of personal interest about same topics or events. After
reading the texts, have students identify authors’ points of view. Instruct students to highlight or label reasons or evidence from the
texts to support their points of view identifications. Then, have students write paragraphs that discuss if their personal points of view
are aligned with authors’ points of view and include support for their thinking.
(CCSS: RI.5.6, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard W.5.3, W.5.3.A, W.5.3.C, W.5.3.D
W.5.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear
event sequences.
W.5.3.A Orient the reader by establishing a situation and introducing a narrator and/or characters; organize an event sequence that
unfolds naturally.
W.5.3.C Use a variety of transitional words, phrases, and clauses to manage the sequence of events.
W.5.3.D Use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to convey experiences and events precisely.

Activity: It’s Natural

15 min.

In the large group, brainstorm topics for narratives. Have students choose topics and write brief narratives, ensuring that event
sequences unfold naturally. Instruct students to exchange narratives with partners. Have partners read the narratives and complete
Plot Diagrams to record the elements of the plot events and to determine if the events unfold naturally. Have partners discuss
narratives to determine if the plot events should be developed in more appropriate ways.
(CCSS: W.5.3.A, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: The Picture Is in the Details

15 min.

Select excerpts from narrative texts that use concrete words, phrases, and sensory language. Ask students to listen as you read
aloud the excerpts. Pause while reading and ask students to sketch the scenes and to note how the authors’ uses of concrete words
and phrases and sensory language help visualize the scenes. Encourage students to recall/cite specific details and sensory
language that help form the images. Guide students to understand the relationships between the concrete words and phrases and
sensory language and the effect they have on influencing the action, experiences, and events of the texts.
(CCSS: W.5.3.D, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 11
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.5
Activity: Display the Dramatic Elements

15 min.

Ask small groups of students to create visual displays that identify and define the structural elements of dramatic texts. Direct
students to include the examples of the elements and statements of the importance of the elements in the displays. Allow students
to present and post displays for ongoing reinforcement of the concepts.
(CCSS: RL.5.5, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Element Impact

15 min.

Have students read dramatic texts. Instruct students to identify and discuss with partners how these elements contribute to the
structure of the drama: cast of characters, dialogue, scene, stage directions, descriptions. Instruct pairs to select one of the elements
and create Concept Webs by writing elements in center circles and explanations of how the elements contribute to the structure in
the extensions from the center of the web. Allow pairs to share Concept Webs in the large group.
(CCSS: RL.5.5, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard L.5.2.A
L.5.2.A Use punctuation to separate items in a series.

Activity: Do You See What I See?

15 min.

Announce to students that they will use their surroundings (the classroom, an outdoor space) as the topic to compose sentences
based on these instructions: Use commas to separate three items in a series. Use commas to separate four items in a series. Use
commas to separate phrases or clauses of a specified length. Use commas to separate gerunds used as the subject of a
sentence. Use semicolons to separate items that require commas to separate items in a series of series. After each prompt,
ask students to display their written examples and allow peers to confirm accuracy or to make needed corrections.
(CCSS: L.5.2.A, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Correct with Commas

15 min.

Direct students to locate three sentences that use commas to separate items in a series. Instruct students to write the sentences on
sentence strips, omitting the commas. Post the sentences on classroom walls. Assign students three sentence strips and instruct
them to insert the commas where they belong. Discuss each sentence in the large group to confirm accuracy of the placement of
the commas.
(CCSS: L.5.2.A, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 12
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.9
Activity: Questions, Questions

15 min.

Have students read informational texts about similar topics. In the large group, ask questions that require students to make
connections between ideas in texts. Instruct students to provide text evidence to support responses. What topic is discussed in
each text? Which ideas are present in each text? What ideas, topics, or events do the texts have in common? How are the
viewpoints of the texts alike/different? How is _____ similar to _____? How is _____ different from _____? How are
the structures of the texts alike/different? How are the text features in the texts alike/different? Debrief responses for accuracy.
(CCSS: RI.5.9, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Synthesis Slideshow

15 min.

Assign student pairs topics of interest or topics that are related to current units of study. Have pairs search for and locate two or
more online articles that provide information about assigned topics. Instruct students to integrate the information from the texts and
to create slideshow presentations using words and images that highlight the connections between the texts. Allow students to
share presentations in small groups or in the large group.
(CCSS: RI.5.9, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)

Focus Standard L.5.2.C
L.5.2.C Use a comma to set off the words yes and no (e.g., Yes, thank you), to set off a tag question from the rest of the sentence
(e.g., It's true, isn't it?), and to indicate direct address (e.g., Is that you, Steve?).

Activity: Comma Correct

15 min.

Post sentences that include elements that require commas (e.g., to set off the words yes and no, to set off tag questions, to indicate
direct address). Invite students to correct the sentences using tools or sticky notes to insert commas in appropriate places. Require
students to explain the reasons for the punctuation and to support the placements where commas are inserted. Allow classmates to
provide feedback to correct or confirm responses.
(CCSS: L.5.2.C, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Stand for Commas

15 min.

Read sentences that have elements that require commas (e.g., to set off the words yes and no, to set off tag questions, to indicate
direct address). Direct students to stand when they hear words that should be followed by commas. After students respond to the
oral activity, display the sentences without punctuation and instruct students to edit the sentences by rewriting them and inserting
commas. Allow student pairs to debrief sentences to confirm accuracy or to make corrections.
(CCSS: L.5.2.C, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 13
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard L.5.5, L.5.5.A, L.5.5.B, L.5.5.C
Activity: Sticky Posters

15 min.

Assign terms that name types of figurative language to small groups of students. Direct groups to design and create posters that
display the terms, definitions, examples, and purposes within texts. Allow students to participate in a Gallery Walk to learn and
review the terms. As additional examples are identified during independent reading, encourage students to record those examples
on sticky notes and to attach to the appropriate posters.
(CCSS: L.5.5.A, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Give Some, Get Some

15 min.

Provide student pairs with excerpts from texts that contain idioms, adages, proverbs, synonyms, antonyms, or homographs in
context. Direct students to read assigned excerpts and to identify the idioms, adages, proverbs, synonyms, antonyms, or
homographs. Guide students to use the contexts to determine the meanings of the words and to record the meanings and
explanations of the meanings on six-columned charts labeled Idioms, Adages, Proverbs, Synonyms, Antonyms, Homographs.
Direct partners to interact with other pairs to share learned words. Have students add the meanings of the idioms, adages, proverbs,
synonyms, antonyms, or homographs learned from classmates in the appropriate columns on their charts. Allow pairs to select newly
learned idioms, adages, proverbs, synonyms, antonyms, or homographs from the charts, use the words in original sentences, and
share sentences and meanings of the words or phrases with the large group.
(CCSS: L.5.5.B, L.5.5.C, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard W.5.1, W.5.1.A, W.5.1.B, W.5.1.D
W.5.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or texts, supporting a point of view with reasons and information.
W.5.1.A Introduce a topic or text clearly, state an opinion, and create an organizational structure in which ideas are logically grouped
to support the writer’s purpose.
W.5.1.B Provide logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts and details.
W.5.1.D Provide a concluding statement or section related to the opinion presented.

Activity: Focus on Feedback

15 min.

Ask students to write brief texts in which they state opinions and support the opinions with clear reasons and relevant facts and
details. Have students exchange texts with partners and provide feedback to partners by completing these sentence frames: Your
opinion is (clear/unclear) because ___. Your reason that ___ (does support/does not support) your opinion because ___. Your
(opinion/reasons) could be improved by ___. Instruct original writers to use different colors of ink to revise texts based on the
feedback. In the large group, have students display texts and share one or more specific examples of feedback that supported
improving the texts.
(CCSS: W.5.1.A, W.5.1.B, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Catch the Arguments

15 min.

Provide students with well-written opinion pieces. Label three containers: Opinion, Reasons, Concluding Statements. Instruct
students to cut apart the opinions or write the sentences on separate pieces of paper. Have students place the sentences in the
appropriate boxes. After sentences are sorted, invite students to pull sentences from the boxes and verify or correct the
placements.
(CCSS: W.5.1.A, W.5.1.B, W.5.1.D, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand)
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UNIT 14
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.7
Activity: Read Beyond the Features

15 min.

Have students preview texts using only text or graphic features. Ask students to predict topics and information presented in the texts
based on the features and share this information with partners. Direct students to read the texts and confirm the accuracy of their
predictions.
(CCSS: RI.5.7, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Create Your Own Text Feature

15 min.

Provide students with informational texts void of text or graphic features. Have students create and insert appropriate text or graphic
features (e.g., time lines, charts, diagrams, maps, bulleted lists, bold print) to enhance the presentation of the texts. Direct students to
post the texts with added features or graphics and invite classmates to participate in a Gallery Walk. Provide sticky notes for
students to use to post feedback on the displayed texts and features.
(CCSS: RI.5.7, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Focus Standard W.5.3, W.5.3.B, W.5.3.D, L.5.3.A
W.5.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear
event sequences.
W.5.3.B Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, description, and pacing, to develop experiences and events or show the
responses of characters to situations.
W.5.3.D Use concrete words and phrases and sensory details to convey experiences and events precisely.
L.5.3.A Expand, combine, and reduce sentences for meaning, reader/listener interest, and style.

Activity: Narrative Technique Choices

15 min.

Have small groups of students self-select narrative texts. Ask students to identify examples of effective dialogue, description, and
pacing that help develop experiences, events, and responses of characters. Provide guiding questions to support student
identifications: What does the author want the reader to know about experiences, events, and characters from (dialogue/description/
pacing)? OR What does the author reveal about the experiences, events, and characters from (dialogue/description/pacing)? Debrief
responses in the large group. Encourage students to reflect on how these narrative techniques impact and influence the readers’
understandings of the texts. Repeat the activity with a focus on using concrete words and phrases as well as sensory details to
convey experiences and events in narratives.
(CCSS: W.5.3.B, W.5.3.D, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Compose in Rows

15 min.

Have small groups of students sit in rows. Provide first group members with lined writing pads and pencils. Direct first students to
write beginning sentences of literary texts on specified topics. Have students pass the tablets so that all group members add
sentences to the texts and texts are complete. Upon completions of texts, have students collaborate to determine if sentences
should be expanded, combined, or reduced to improve meaning, reader or listener interest, or style. Then, have small groups
exchange texts with other groups and provide feedback regarding the effectiveness of the texts.
(CCSS: L.5.3.A, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 15
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.4
Activity: Figurative Language Locate and Draw

15 min.

During independent readings of literary texts, instruct students to identify words with figurative meanings. Ask students to record
examples of figurative meanings in reading logs and sketch depictions that represent understandings of the language.
(CCSS: RL.5.4, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Imagery Illustrations

15 min.

Ask students to close their eyes as literary texts are read aloud. Have students sketch illustrations showing what is visualized as they
listen to the texts. Guide students to use figurative language to record descriptions of the sketches. Have students share and
discuss sketches and descriptions in the large group.
(CCSS: RL.5.4, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard L.5.1.E
L.5.1.E Use correlative conjunctions (e.g., either/or, neither/nor).

Activity: Correlative Conjunction Short Stories

15 min.

As students brainstorm correlative conjunctions, post responses. Guide students in a discussion of how and why correlative
conjunctions are used. Have student pairs compose short stories that incorporate all of the listed correlative conjunctions. Allow
pairs to share short stories with the large group. Have members of the large group provide feedback whether the correlative
conjunctions were used accurately.
(CCSS: L.5.1.E, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Correlative Conjunction Tic-Tac-Toe

15 min.

Prepare tic-tac-toe grids with correlative conjunctions. Have pairs of students play tic-tac-toe by composing and recording correct
sentences using the correlative conjunctions in the spaces before each play. Continue play until one partner has written correct
sentences with correlative conjunctions in three adjoining diagonal, vertical, or horizontal spaces. Allow pairs to share sentences in
the large group to confirm accuracy and understanding of the correct use of correlative conjunctions.
(CCSS: L.5.1.E, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 16
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.5
Activity: Present and Compare

15 min.

Assign small groups of students specific organizational text structures. Direct students to create and display visuals explaining the
structures. Allow students to provide oral presentations using the visual displays and to post the displays. Guide students as they
determine and debrief the likenesses and differences among the structures.
(CCSS: RI.5.5, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Structure Booklets

15 min.

Direct students to create organizational structure booklets with each page highlighting different structures, including definitions,
examples, and strategies for identification. Have students share booklets with small groups and compare the recorded information
about the structures, confirming accuracy and making corrections as needed.
(CCSS: RI.5.5, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard W.5.3, W.5.3.B, W.5.3.E, L.5.3.B
W.5.3 Write narratives to develop real or imagined experiences or events using effective technique, descriptive details, and clear
event sequences.
W.5.3.B Use narrative techniques, such as dialogue, description, and pacing, to develop experiences and events or show the
responses of characters to situations.
W.5.3.E Provide a conclusion that follows from the narrated experiences or events.
L.5.3.B Compare and contrast the varieties of English (e.g., dialects, registers) used in stories, dramas, or poems.

Activity: Conclusion Predictions

15 min.

Have students read narratives with omitted conclusions. With partners, have students discuss how they predict the narratives end
and support their predictions based on the dialogue, description, and pacing provided in the texts. Provide student pairs with the
omitted conclusions and instruct them to reflect on the accuracy of their predictions.
(CCSS: W.5.3.B, W.5.3.E, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: It’s How You Say It

15 min.

Provide samples of literary texts that use a variety of dialects and registers. With partners, have students read the texts and circle
examples of words and phrases that exemplify dialect or register. Instruct pairs to write additional sentences for the texts using a
dialect or register that extends from the circled examples. In the large group, allow pairs to share new sentences. Debrief the
sentences for appropriate uses of dialect or register.
(CCSS: L.5.3.B, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 17
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.3
Activity: Sticky Note Webs

15 min.

Have students read stories that have multiple settings. Instruct students to use sticky notes to record descriptions of settings
throughout the stories. Post webs with centers labeled with the texts’ titles and extensions labeled with the different settings. Allow
students to affix their sticky notes to the appropriate extensions. Debrief student responses in the large group by comparing and
contrasting how the settings are similar and/or different and how the settings contribute to the development of the plot events and
the characters.
(CCSS: RL.5.3, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Character Posters

15 min.

Have students independently read texts that feature main characters with notable interactions. Direct students to create posters
following these instructions: Sketch the two main characters on opposite sides of papers. Beneath the sketches of the characters,
record details from the texts that help readers understand the interactions between the characters. Between the sketches of the
characters, write words and sketch images that represent the characters’ interactions. Invite students to display the posters and to
participate in a Gallery Walk to observe and provide feedback about classmates’ responses.
(CCSS: RL.5.3, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard W.5.2, W.5.2.A, W.5.2.E, L.5.6
W.5.2 Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
W.5.2.A Introduce a topic clearly, provide a general observation and focus, and group related information logically; include
formatting (e.g., headings), illustrations, and multimedia when useful to aiding comprehension.
W.5.2.E Provide a concluding statement or section related to the information or explanation presented.
L.5.6 Acquire and use accurately grade-appropriate general academic and domain-specific words and phrases, including those that
signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships (e.g., however, although, nevertheless, similarly, moreover, in addition).

Activity: Structure Strategies

15 min.

Prepare brief informational texts by cutting apart sentences and deleting the conclusions of the texts. Distribute the prepared
informational texts to small groups of students. Direct groups to use knowledge of the organization of informational texts, including
words and phrases that signal contrast, addition, and other logical relationships to place the sentences in correct order. Then,
instruct students to write appropriate conclusions for the assembled paragraphs. Provide groups with the original informational texts
and have students compare original and assembled texts.
(CCSS: W.5.2.E, L.5.6, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Off to a Great Start

15 min.

Provide small groups of students with introductory paragraphs of informative/explanatory texts that model strong introductions. Ask
students to read the texts, circle the main topics, and underline the information and details that preview the topics. Provide the
complete texts and have students discuss how the introductions clearly introduce the topics and establish the overall structures of
the texts.
(CCSS: W.5.2.A, DOK: 2, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 18
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.5
Activity: Poetic Effects

15 min.

Have students work in small groups and read assigned narrative or lyric poems, numbering the stanzas. Instruct students to analyze
the arrangements of the lines in the stanzas and to record explanations for how the stanzas fit together to provide the overall
structure of the poems. Allow groups to share and defend findings in the large group.
(CCSS: RL.5.5, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Poetry Pieces

15 min.

In advance, prepare poems by writing the lines on individual sentence strips. Have students work in pairs to order lines and group
them in stanzas using analyses of rhyme scheme, line length, punctuation, and meaning. Provide students with copies of the original
poems to compare to their arranged versions. Ask students to discuss the similarities and differences between the two poems and
to analyze how individual lines or stanzas support the overall structure of the poems.
(CCSS: RL.5.5, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard L.5.2.D
L.5.2.D Use underlining, quotation marks, or italics to indicate titles of works.

Activity: Scavenger Hunt of Titles

15 min.

In the large group, discuss and post rules for punctuating titles of works using underlining, quotation marks, or italics. Instruct
students to create three-column charts labeled Underlining, Quotation Marks, Italics. Have students search for and locate titles to
record in the appropriate columns of charts. Invite small groups of students to share charts and to add titles based on examples
located by other group members.
(CCSS: L.5.2.D, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Title Correction

15 min.

Provide small groups of students with brief paragraphs that include a number of titles of works that require a variety of punctuation
conventions. Instruct small groups to identify and circle the titles and discuss how the titles should be punctuated. In the large group,
display a T-chart labeled Title, Correction. Have groups identify the titles and record in the Title column. Guide students to identify
the correct punctuation for the title and record the correction in the Correction column.
(CCSS: L.5.2.D, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 19
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RL.5.9
Activity: Topic Ts

15 min.

After reading two literary texts, have students use T-charts labeled Topic/Theme, Author’s Approach to Topic/Theme to record
information regarding the topics/themes and the authors’ approaches to these elements. In the large group, invite students to share
and discuss their responses on graphic organizers. At the conclusion of the large group discussion, ask students to record synthesis
statements that reflect their understanding of how the approaches chosen by authors impact the expression of the topics and
themes of texts.
(CCSS: RL.5.9, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Personal Approach

15 min.

Provide students with literary texts that have topics or themes that students can easily relate to. After reading the texts, instruct
students to compose original stories that have the same topics or themes but use different approaches than the original authors.
Have students share original stories with partners.
(CCSS: RL.5.9, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard L.5.1.A
L.5.1.A Explain the function of conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections in general and their function in particular sentences.

Activity: Build a Prepositional Phrase

15 min.

Have students brainstorm prepositions and post on a Word Wall. Instruct student pairs to use the prepositions to build prepositional
phrases and record on sentence strips. Instruct pairs to cut apart the strips into single words. Guide pairs to shuffle the word cards
and build more prepositional phrases using the word cards. Have students use the new prepositional phrases in original sentences
and explain how the prepositional phrases function in the sentences. Instruct student pairs to group with other pairs to debrief
accuracy of sentences and to verify the functions of the prepositional phrases in the sentences.
(CCSS: L.5.1.A, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: The Rule Book

15 min.

Ask students to create grammar books that teach about conjunctions, prepositions, and interjections. Have students create pages
for each of the parts of speech. Have students follow these directions: Page 1: Provide and explain the specified part of speech. On
pages 2-4: Provide an example sentence that uses the part of speech, including why the use of the part of speech is correct. Allow
students to complete books and share and compare responses in small groups to confirm accuracy or to correct misunderstandings.
(CCSS: L.5.1.A, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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UNIT 20
Interventions
Review the Intervention Activities and determine those you will use to support student understanding of the unit standards.

Focus Standard RI.5.3
Activity: Analysis Chart

15 min.

Have students read informational texts. Ask students to complete three-column charts labeled Individual, Events, Ideas/Concepts.
Have students record the relationships or interactions observed among the individuals, events, and ideas/concepts within the texts.
Beside the listed individuals, events, or ideas/concepts, have students record evidence that provides support for the relationships or
interactions. Debrief charts in the large group to confirm accuracy of understanding.
(CCSS: RI.5.3, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Activity: Compare and Contrast

15 min.

Have students use Venn diagrams to compare and contrast two individuals, ideas, events, or concepts within informational texts.
Have students debrief with partners or in small groups.
(CCSS: RI.5.3, DOK: 3, RBT: Analyze)

Focus Standard L.5.2.E
L.5.2.E Spell grade-appropriate words correctly, consulting references as needed.

Activity: Spelling Correct-Incorrect

15 min.

Post a numbered list of words, some spelled correctly, and some spelled incorrectly. Have students number their papers and record
Correct or Incorrect beside corresponding numbers based on the spelling of the words. Next to Incorrect, instruct students to spell
the words correctly and record a mnemonic device or clue for remembering the correct spelling. Invite students to share devices or
clues in small groups.
(CCSS: L.5.2.E, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)

Activity: Help Wanted: Proofreader

15 min.

Provide print materials that are likely to contain spelling errors (e.g., neighborhood newsletters, local publications, community bulletin
board posts). Allow student pairs to select from available texts. Have students read the materials, highlight words that are spelled
incorrectly, write the correct spelling above the highlighted words, and use print or online dictionaries to confirm correct spellings.
Post products and allow students to conduct a Gallery Walk, making notes about common errors made in the publications and
possible reasons for the errors.
(CCSS: L.5.2.E, DOK: 1, RBT: Apply)
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